ELIPSE VTOL Multirotor/Fixed Wing

Brand: BAAM.TECH  
Product Code: BT0011  
Availability: In Stock  
Price: $4,000.00  
Ex Tax: $4,000.00

Short Description
BAAM Techs new low-price VTOL transition aircraft. BAAM Tech has taken the Elipse airframe and upgraded it and retuned it to make it a turn ready to fly system out of the box.

Description

The Ellipse fixed-wing VTOL drone offers long flight times up to 80 minutes, a reliable vertical takeoff and landing system, and a high quality 36mp camera. BAAM Tech has taken this system and upgraded the electronics with PPK GPS along with retuned the aircraft to make it a true turn key system for UAV mapping. Simply take it out of the box and fly.

The system comes with a long-range radio system that connects wirelessly to an android phone or computer for flight planning. It simplifies the UAV mapping process, so only one radio is needed to fly make 1-person flights much easier.

The system allows for very small landing areas, and can land on any flat surface, and finally brings the price point down to a reasonable level for fixed-wing VTOL aircraft.

With the combination of the BAAM Tech PPK GPS system the aircraft is a true professional grade UAV mapping system. The BAAM Tech PPK system will reduce the number of GCP in large area flights. Allowing you to survey 1000s of acres in a day, which with GCP would take 3x times as long.